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Abstract— We explore the advantages of intelligently dropping
a small fraction of packets that arrive for transmission over
a time varying wireless downlink. Without packet dropping, the
optimal energy-delay tradeoff conforms to a square root tradeoff
law, as shown by Berry and Gallager (2002). We show that
intelligently dropping any non-zero fraction of the input rate
dramatically changes this relation from a square root tradeoff
law to a logarithmic tradeoff law. Further, we demonstrate
an innovative algorithm for achieving this logarithmic tradeoff
without requiring a-priori knowledge of arrival rates or channel
probabilities. The algorithm can be implemented in real time
and easily extends to yield similar performance for multi-user
systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless systems must offer high throughput and low delay
while operating with very little power. In order to maximize
performance, it is desirable for systems to react to current
channel conditions using rate adaptive and power adaptive
transmission technology. In this paper, we develop a scheduling algorithm that uses channel information to yield an average
power expenditure that can be pushed arbitrarily close to the
minimum average power required for system stability, with a
corresponding optimal tradeoff in average delay.
In [4] it was shown that when all packets must be transmitted, the optimal energy-delay tradeoff is given by a square
root tradeoff law, known as the Berry-Gallager bound. In this
paper, we consider optimal energy-delay tradeoffs under the
assumption that a small fraction of packets can be dropped.
We show that intelligently dropping packets can dramatically
change the energy-delay relation from a square root tradeoff
law to a logarithmic tradeoff law. This result holds for any
non-zero bound on the packet drop rate. Further, we demonstrate an innovative algorithm for joint power allocation and
packet dropping that achieves the optimal logarithmic tradeoff
without requiring a-priori knowledge of the input rate or the
channel state probabilities. The algorithm can be implemented
in real time and easily extends to offer provably optimal
energy-delay tradeoffs for multi-user systems. This demonstrates that orders of magnitude improvements in average delay
are possible if a non-zero packet drop rate can be tolerated.
Related work in [5] [6] [7] [8] considers energy and delay
issues in a single wireless downlink with a static channel,
and work in [4] [9] [10] considers downlinks with fading
channels. The fundamental square root tradeoff for single-user
This material is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation grant OCE 0520324.

systems is developed by Berry and Gallager in [4], and this
tradeoff is extended to multi-user systems in [11]. The problem
of fairness and utility optimal flow control is investigated
in [12], where it is shown that the fundamental utility-delay
tradeoff law is quite different and has a logarithmic structure.
The dynamic control algorithms of [11] [12] combine the
concepts of buffer partitioning developed in [4] and performance optimal Lyapunov scheduling developed in [1] [2]
[3]. Specifically, the work in [1] [2] [3] develops a simple
Lyapunov technique for achieving stability and performance
optimization simultaneously (extending the Lyapunov results
developed for queueing stability in works such as [13]-[20]).
This paper uses similar techniques to address the problem
of intelligent packet dropping for energy efficiency. However,
the optimal control strategies in this context have a different
structure from those of [4] [11] [12]. Specifically, the algorithms of [4] [11] [12] partition the buffer of an infinite queue
into two halves, where different drift modes are designed for
each partition. Here, we design a strategy that emulates a
finite buffer queue with strictly positive drift. We show that
the strategy yields a logarithmic delay tradeoff that cannot be
achieved in systems that do not allow packet dropping.
An outline of this paper is as follows: In the next section
we present the system model and problem formulation. In
Section III the basic positive drift algorithm is developed,
under the assumption that all channel state probabilities are
a-priori known. A more practical dynamic strategy that does
not require such a-priori knowledge is developed in Section
IV. The strategy uses a novel form of Lyapunov theory to
make on-line decisions that are tradeoff optimal. Necessity of
the logarithmic tradeoff is proven in Section VI for the special
case of systems with no channel state variation. Extensions to
multi-user systems are considered in Section VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a single wireless transmitter that operates in slotted
time with slots normalized to integer units t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
The transmission rate offered by the transmitter on slot t
depends on a controllable power variable P (t) and an uncontrollable channel state S(t) according to a general rate-power
function C(P (t), S(t)), taking units of bits/slot. We assume
that power allocations are limited by a peak power constraint
Pmax , so that 0 ≤ P (t) ≤ Pmax for all t. Channel states S(t)
are assumed to be contained within some finite but arbitrarily
large state space S. An example rate-power function is the
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of bits). This arrival process A(t) is assumed to be i.i.d. with
rate λ, so that E {A(t)} = λ for all t. Further, we assume the
second moment of arrivals is bounded by a constant Âmax , so
that:

E A(t)2 ≤ Â2max for all t

C(P, S)

(a)

P

(b)

P

Fig. 1. Example C(P, S) functions: (a) A function that is concave and
increasing in P . (b) A piecewise constant function with the upper semicontinuity property.

logarithmic capacity curve for an Additive White Gaussian
Noise channel:
C(P, S) = log(1 + P αS )

(1)

where αS is an attenuation/noise coefficient associated with
channel state S. Other examples include link budget functions
corresponding to a finite number of modulation and coding
schemes designed to achieve a sufficiently low probability of
error, in which case the C(P, S) function can be a discontinuous step function in P for each channel state S (see Fig. 1).
Such discontinuous steps might also arise in the special case
when all packets have fixed bit lengths and when C(P, S)
takes only a finite set of rates associated with transmitting an
integral number of packets. Our analysis holds for all such
C(P, S) functions, and in particular we assume only that
C(P, S) satisfies the following general structural properties:1
1) Boundedness: There is a maximum transmission rate
µmax such that 0 ≤ C(P, S) ≤ µmax for all P ≤ Pmax
and all S ∈ S.
2) Zero Rate for Zero Power: C(0, S) = 0 for all channel
states S ∈ S.
3) Upper Semi-Continuity: For each channel state S ∈ S,
the C(P, S) function is upper semi-continuous in the P
variable. Specifically, for any power level P such that
0 ≤ P ≤ Pmax and for any infinite sequence {Pn } such
that limn→∞ Pn = P , we have:
C(P, S) ≥ lim sup C(Pn , S)
n→∞

We note that the class of upper semi-continuous functions includes all continuous functions, and also includes all piecewise
continuous functions such that the function value at any point
of discontinuity is equal to the largest of its limiting values
at that point (see Fig. 1). This is a natural property for any
practical rate-power curve, as a point of discontinuity usually
represents a threshold point at which it is possible to support
a larger transmission rate.
Channel states S(t) are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) every slot, with state probabilities
πS = P r[S(t) = S] for all S ∈ S. Let A(t) represent the
amount of new data that enters the system at time t (in units
1 The first structural property (boundedness) is the only one essential to our
analysis. The other two properties can be removed without affecting the main
results of this paper. They are used only to simplify exposition of Lemma 1
in Section III.

Newly arriving data is either admitted to the system, or
dropped. Let Ã(t) be a control variable representing the
amount of new arrivals admitted on slot t, where 0 ≤ Ã(t) ≤
A(t). All admitted data is stored in a queue to await transmission, and we let U (t) represent the queue backlog or unfinished
work in the system at time t. Every timeslot, a downlink
controller observes the current channel state S(t) and the
current queue backlog U (t) and chooses a power allocation
P (t) subject to the constraint 0 ≤ P (t) ≤ Pmax . This yields
an offered transmission rate of µ(t) = C(P (t), S(t)). The
queueing dynamics thus proceed as follows:
U (t + 1) = max[U (t) − µ(t), 0] + Ã(t)

(2)

Note that the actual bits transmitted can be different from
µ(t) if there are not enough bits in the queue to transmit at
the full offered transmission rate. Let µ̃(t) represent the actual
amount of bits transmitted during slot t. Note that µ̃(t) ≤
µ(t), and strict inequality can only occur if U (t) < µmax .
Let ρ < 1 represent a required acceptance ratio. The goal is
to achieve an optimal energy-delay tradeoff while maintaining
an acceptance rate greater than or equal to ρλ. That is, we
require the following guarantee on long term throughput:
t−1

lim inf
t→∞

1X
E {µ̃(τ )} ≥ ρλ
t τ =0

A. The Berry-Gallager Bound
Let µc represent the downlink capacity, so that the system
can stably support any arrival rate λ such that 0 ≤ λ < µc .
Define Φ(λ) as the minimum energy required to stabilize the
queue if the input rate is λ (assuming that 0 ≤ λ < µc ).
It can be shown that Φ(λ) indeed depends only on λ (and
not on higher order arrival statistics), and that it is convex
over the interval 0 ≤ λ < µc . In [4], it is shown that a
sequence of stabilizing power allocation algorithms, indexed
by increasing positive numbers V , can be designed that push
average power expenditure arbitrarily close to Φ(λ). Further, it
was shown that, subject to some concavity assumptions on the
C(P, S) function and some admissibility assumptions on the
input process, any stabilizing power allocation algorithm that
yields average power within O(1/V ) of the minimum power
Φ(λ)
√ must also have average delay greater than or equal to
Ω( V ).2 We refer to this square root tradeoff law as the BerryGallager bound. We note that the admissibility assumptions
required for this bound include the assumption that arrivals
and channel states are i.i.d. over timeslots. Further, the bound
is derived under the assumption that no data is allowed to be
dropped.
As an example, consider a downlink that satisfies all assumptions required for the Berry-Gallager bound. Assume the
√
the notation f (V ) = Ω( V ) denotes a function that increases at
least as fast as a square root function.
2 Where
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arrival process is i.i.d. with rate λ. However, suppose that we
only need to admit a fraction ρ < 1 of all incoming data, so
that a drop rate of up to (1 − ρ)λ bits/slot can be tolerated.
The minimum power required to stabilize such a system is thus
M
equal to Φ∗ =
Φ(ρλ). Hence, the new goal is to push average
power expenditure arbitrarily close to Φ∗ . Consider now the
naive dropping policy that makes random and independent
admission decisions every timeslot, where all incoming data
A(t) is admitted with probability ρ, and else it is dropped.
The resulting admitted rate is exactly equal to ρλ. However,
the admitted input stream is still i.i.d. from slot to slot, and
hence the Berry-Gallager bound still governs the energy-delay
performance associated with scheduling this admitted data.
Therefore, this naive approach to packet dropping cannot
overcome the square root tradeoff relation.
However, instead of randomly dropping packets, we consider schemes that intelligently drop packets. Remarkably, we
find that for any arbitrarily small but positive dropping ratio
(i.e., any (1 − ρ) > 0), it is possible to design an intelligent
packet dropping scheme (together with a power allocation
scheme) that yields an average power expenditure that differs
from Φ∗ by at most O(1/V ), while yielding average delay
that grows only logarithmically in the control parameter V .
Hence, the ability to drop packets dramatically improves the
energy-delay tradeoff law. This result shows that the square
root curvature of the Berry-Gallager bound is due only to a
very small fraction of packets that arrive at in-opportune times.
Average delay can be dramatically reduced by identifying
these packets and dropping them.
III. A D ROPPING S CHEME FOR K NOWN S YSTEM
S TATISTICS
In this section we demonstrate existence of a scheme
that uses intelligent packet dropping to overcome the BerryGallager bound. The policy developed in this section is not
intended as a practical means of control, as it can only be
constructed via off-line computations based on full knowledge
of the arrival rate λ and the channel state probabilities πS
(for each S ∈ S). In Section IV we construct an on-line
strategy that achieves the same performance without requiring
knowledge of these parameters. We first present the following
Lemma from [2]:
Lemma 1: If channel states S(t) are i.i.d. and if the ratepower function C(P, S) satisfies the structural properties of
the previous section, then for any λ < µc a stationary power
allocation policy can be designed that makes randomized
power allocation decisions P ∗ (t) based only on observations
of the current channel state S(t), yielding:
E {P ∗ (t)} = Φ(λ) for all t
E {µ∗ (t)} = λ for all t
where µ∗ (t) = C(P ∗ (t), S(t)) is the associated transmission
rate of the randomized scheme.
Note that the expectations of the above lemma are taken
with respect to the random channel state S(t) and the potentially random power allocation that depends on S(t). Such a
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policy could in principle be constructed with a-priori knowledge of λ and πS for all S ∈ S. It can be shown that if
the structural properties 2 and 3 for the C(P, S) function
are removed, then the above lemma can be modified to state
that there exists an infinite sequence of randomized power
allocation policies Pn∗ (t) such that limn→∞ E {Pn∗ (t)} =
Φ(λ) and limn→∞ E {µ∗n (t)} ≥ λ. This modified statement
can also be used to prove our main results, although it is more
convenient to use the simpler statement given in Lemma 1.
A. The Positive Drift Algorithm
The first step of our intelligent packet dropping algorithm
is to emulate a finite buffer queueing system with buffer size
Q, where the constant Q is to be determined later. That is, we
modify the queueing update equation as follows:
U (t + 1) = min [Q, max[U (t) − µ(t), 0] + A(t)]

(3)

This is the same queue update equation as (2), with the exception that any data exceeding the buffer size Q is necessarily
dropped. The following policy is defined in terms of a given
required acceptance ratio ρ < 1.
Positive Drift Algorithm for Known Statistics:
1) Emulate the finite buffer system (3) using a constant
buffer size Q (to be chosen later).
2) Let P (t) = P ∗ (t), where P ∗ (t) is the stationary policy
that observes S(t) and then randomly allocates power to
yield E {P ∗ (t)} = Φ((ρ + )λ), E {µ∗ (t)} = (ρ + )λ
for all t (as in Lemma 1), for some small value  such
that 0 <  < (1 − ρ), to be determined later.
For suitable choices of Q and , the above policy yields
a logarithmic energy-delay tradeoff relation. It is perhaps
surprising that the policy is designed to have a positive drift
in the direction of the finite buffer theshold Q. Intuitively, one
might expect an optimal queueing control algorithm to have
negative drift towards the empty state U (t) = 0. However,
this is precisely what the algorithm is designed to avoid, as
fundamental inefficiencies arise from the edge effects associated with a queue becoming empty. The algorithm is similar
in spirit to the buffer partitioning algorithm of [4], which
uses a positive drift whenever queue backlog is below a given
threshold and a negative drift when backlog is larger than this
threshold. However, in our algorithm above, the “threshold” is
given by the finite buffer size Q. Any data that violates this
threshold is simply dropped.
B. Analysis of the Positive Drift Algorithm
To analyze performance of the algorithm, note that time
average power expenditure satisfies:
t−1

1X
E {P ∗ (t)} =
t→∞ t
τ =0

M
P=
lim

Φ(ρλ + λ)

≤ Φ(ρλ) + Φ0 (λ)λ
0

(4)

where Φ (λ) denotes the right derivative of the Φ(·) function
evaluated at λ (note that finite right derivatives exist for any
convex function over an open interval). Thus, average power
expenditure satisfies P ≤ Φ∗ + Φ0 (λ)λ. For any fixed control
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parameter V ≥ 1, the idea is to choose  = (1−ρ)/(2V ). With
this choice, it follows from (4) that average power expenditure
is within O(1/V ) of the minimum average power Φ∗ .
Next, note that the time average transmission rate is given
by:
t−1
1X
E {µ∗ (t)} = (ρ + )λ
lim
t→∞ t
τ =0
However, this time average transmission rate can be larger than
the time average throughput, due to the fact that the actual
data transmitted may be less than µ∗ (t) if U (t) < µmax . To
ensure that the throughput is greater than or equal to ρλ, we
present the following lemma concerning edge effects in any
queueing system with a transmission rate µ(t). Recall that µ̃(t)
is defined as the actual data transmitted during slot t.
Lemma 2: (Edge Effects) If µ(t) ≤ µmax for all t, then
any stochastic queueing system that transmits at the full rate
µ(t) whenever U (t) ≥ µmax must satisfy:
t−1

t−1

1X
P r[U (t) < µmax ]
(5)
t→∞ t
τ =0
Proof: Note that we have µ̃(t) ≤ µ(t) for all t, with equality
whenever U (t) ≥ µmax . Hence:
M
α=
lim sup

µ̃(t) ≥ µ(t) − µmax 1[U (t)<µmax ]

(6)

where 1X is an indicator function equal to 1 if event X is
satisfied, and zero else. Inequality (6) can be verified as follows: If U (t) < µmax , then the right hand side of (6) is equal
to µ(t) − µmax , which is non-positive. Hence the inequality
trivially holds in this case. Otherwise, U (t) ≥ µmax , and the
inequality (6) holds with equality. Taking expectations of (6)
yields for all t:
E {µ̃(t)} ≥ E {µ(t)} − µmax P r[U (t) < µmax ]
Summing over τ ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1}, dividing by t, and taking
the lim inf as t → ∞ yields the result.
Intuitively, the above lemma indicates that the actual
throughput of the queueing system differs from the time
average transmission rate by an amount that is at most αµmax ,
where α represents time average probability that the queue
backlog drops below µmax . We call α the “edge probability.”
Applying the above lemma to the positive drift algorithm
above (where E {µ∗ (t)} = (ρ + )λ for all t) yields the
following guarantee on time average throughput:
t−1

lim inf
t→∞

1X
E {µ̃∗ (τ )} ≥ ρλ + λ − αµmax
t τ =0

(7)

To ensure that the throughput is greater than or equal to ρλ,
from (7) we find it suffices to ensure that the edge probability
α is small enough to satisfy αµmax ≤ λ. However, note that
on every timeslot t, the expected difference between the arrival
rate and the transmission rate satisfies:
E {A(t) − µ∗ (t)} = λ − (ρ + )λ = λ(1 − ρ − )

The above expectation is defined as the drift of the algorithm. Using the fact that  = (1 − ρ)/(2V ), it follows that the
drift is greater than or equal to λ(1 − ρ)/2 whenever V ≥ 1.
This positive drift tends to increase queue backlog, pushing
U (t) away from the edge region U (t) < µmax . Further, it can
be shown that the resulting edge probability α decays exponentially in the buffer size Q. Therefore, the edge probability
α can be made as small as desired, satisfying αµmax ≤ λ,
while maintaining a buffer size Q that is logarithmic in 1/,
and hence logarithmic in V . Because U (t) ≤ Q for all t, it
follows that average queue backlog is O(log(V )), as is the
average delay of admitted data (via Little’s Theorem). This
demonstrates feasibility of a logarithmic energy-delay tradeoff.
Formally, the fact that α decays exponentially in Q can be
shown by the following lemma:
Lemma 3: Given a queueing system with a finite buffer size
Q and a positive drift that satisfies (8), there exists a positive
constant θ∗ such that the edge probability α satisfies:
∗

t−1

1X
1X
E {µ̃(τ )} ≥ lim inf
E {µ(τ )} − αµmax
lim inf
t→∞ t
t→∞ t
τ =0
τ =0
where:

4

(8)

α ≤ e−θ (Q−µmax )
The above lemma follows from the Kingman bound [21],
which also specifies the constant θ∗ . The proof, together with
a simple lower bound on θ∗ , are given in Appendix B. Hence,
if Q is chosen as follows:
µ

1
max
M
(9)
Q=
µmax + ∗ log
θ
λ
then the lemma implies α ≤ λ/µmax , ensuring from (7) that
throughput is greater than or equal to ρλ.
While the positive drift algorithm is conceptually very simple, it cannot be implemented without full a-priori knowledge
of the arrival rate λ and the channel probabilities πS (for
each S ∈ S). Even if all of these parameters are estimated,
the intrinsic estimation error might preclude realization of
the desired performance, and could lead to significant mismatch problems if input rates or channel probabilities change
over time. Further, the algorithm does not easily extend to
multi-user, multi-channel systems, because the total number
of channel states in such systems grows geometrically with
the number of channels. Therefore, it is essential to construct
a more practical algorithm to achieve a logarithmic energydelay tradeoff.
IV. A N O N -L INE A LGORITHM FOR I NTELLIGENT PACKET
D ROPPING
To construct an on-line algorithm for achieving a logarithmic energy-delay tradeoff, we use the theory of performance
optimal Lyapunov scheduling [1] [2] [3]. To this end, suppose
the system emulates a finite buffer system with buffer size
Q (to be chosen later), so that queue backlog U (t) evolves
according to (3). Define the following Lyapunov function
L(U ):
M ω(Q−U )
L(U )=
e
where ω > 0 is a parameter to be determined later. Because
U (t) ≤ Q for all t, the Lyapunov function L(U (t)) reaches its
minimum value when U (t) = Q, and increases exponentially
when queue backlog deviates from the buffer threshold Q. We
show that scheduling to minimize the drift of this Lyapunov

(ρ + ")A(t)
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the virtual queueing system associated with the
X(t) update equation (10).

µ(t)

representing a set of queue states that evolve according to some
probability law. Let P (t) represent a non-negative control
process that affects system dynamics, and let P ∗ represent
a target upper bound desired for the time average of P (t).
Let Ψ(Z) represent any non-negative function of Z (representing a Lyapunov function), and let ∆(Z(t)) represent the
conditional Lyapunov drift, defined as follows:3
M
∆(Z(t))=
E {Ψ(Z(t + 1)) − Ψ(Z(t)) | Z(t)}

function from one slot to the next ensures that the edge
probability α decays exponentially in Q.
To maintain high throughput, it is desirable to ensure that
the time average transmission rate µ(t) is greater than or equal
to (ρ + )λ, for some value  such that 0 <  < (1 − ρ), to
be determined later. To this end, we use the virtual queue
concept developed in [2]. Let X(t) represent a virtual queue
that is implemented purely in software, where X(0) = 0 and
where X(t) follows the following update equation every slot:
X(t + 1) = max[X(t) − µ(t), 0] + (ρ + )A(t)

∆(Z(t)) + V E {P (t) | Z(t)} ≤ B − f (Z(t)) + V P ∗
then:
t−1

lim sup

t−1

1X
E {X(τ )} < ∞
t→∞ t
τ =0
It is not difficult to show that a strongly stable queue with
an upper bounded transmission rate has the property that the
lim inf of the difference between the time average server rate
and the time average arrival rate is non-negative [22]. Because
the time average arrival rate to the X(t) queue is given by
(ρ + )λ, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 4: If the X(t) queue is strongly stable and the A(t)
process is i.i.d. with rate λ, then:
lim sup

t−1

1X
lim inf
E {µ(τ )}
t→∞ t
τ =0

≥ ρλ + λ

t−1

1X
E {µ̃(τ )} ≥ ρλ + λ − αµmax
t→∞ t
τ =0
Proof: The first inequality follows from basic principles of
queueing stability, and the second inequality follows from the
first together with Lemma 2.
lim inf

A. Performance Optimal Lyapunov Scheduling
Our technique of stochastic queue optimization is based
on the theory of performance optimal Lyapunov scheduling,
which allows stability and performance optimization to be
achieved via a single drift argument [1] [3] [2]. This extends
the Lyapunov stability results of [13]-[20], and is closely
related to stochastic gradient optimization (see, for example,
[23] for an application to data networks). To demonstrate
the technique, consider a system with a vector process Z(t)

(11)

We have the following important lemma, which is a modified
version of similar results developed in [1] [2] [3].
Lemma 5: (Lyapunov Optimization [1][2][3]) If there are
constants B > 0,  > 0, and V ≥ 0, together with a nonnegative function f (Z), such that the queueing system satisfies
the following drift inequality for all t and all Z(t):

(10)

where A(t) is the amount of new arrivals during slot t (some
of which may not be admitted to the actual queue U (t)), and
where µ(t) is the transmission rate chosen by the downlink
control algorithm. Note that X(t) can be viewed as the backlog
in a queue with input (ρ + )A(t) and time varying server rate
µ(t) (see Fig. 2).
Definition 1: A queueing system with unfinished work
X(t) is strongly stable if:

5

t→∞

1X
E {P (τ )}
t τ =0

≤ P ∗ + B/V

t−1

1X
lim sup
E {f (Z(τ ))}
t→∞ t
τ =0
where

≤

B + V (P ∗ − P inf )


t−1

1X
P inf = lim inf
E {P (τ )}
t→∞ t
τ =0
If V is a control parameter of the system, the above lemma
indicates that the time average of the P (t) process can be
bounded by a value that is arbitrarily close to the target value
P ∗ , with a corresponding tradeoff in the time average value
of f (Z(t)) that is at most linear in V .
To apply Lemma 5 to our queueing problem, let Z(t) =
(U (t), X(t)) represent the vector queue state of both the actual
and virtual queues, and define the following mixed Lyapunov
function:
M

1
1
M
Ψ(Z)=
L(U ) + X 2 = eω(Q−U ) + X 2
2
2
The conditional drift ∆(Z(t)) for the above Lyapunov
function is defined in (11). Motivated by Lemma 5, the goal
of our dynamic control strategy is to choose P (t) to minimize
a bound on the following drift metric every timeslot t:
Drift Metric:

∆(Z(t)) + V E {P (t) | Z(t)}

where V ≥ 1 is a control parameter that effects the energydelay performance of the algorithm.
B. Algorithm Construction
To compute a bound on the drift metric of the previous
subsection, it is useful to define σ 2 to be any positive constant
that satisfies the following inequality for all t:

σ 2 ≥ E (µ(t) − A(t))2 | Z(t)
(12)
3 Strictly speaking, correct notation for the conditional Lyapunov drift
in (11) is ∆(Z(t), t), as the drift may also depend on the timeslot t.
However, we use the simpler notation ∆(Z(t)) as a formal and more concise
representation of the same thing.

1
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Note that because µ(t) ≤ µmax and E A(t)2 ≤ Â2max ,
M 2
choosing σ 2 =
µmax + Â2max ensures that (12) is satisfied for
M 2
all t. A tighter bound is given by σ 2 =
Âmax + max[0, µ2max −
2λµmax ], which is useful in cases when the input rate λ
is known. Likewise, if there exists a deterministic arrival
bound Amax such that A(t) ≤ Amax for all t, then choosing
M
σ2 =
max[µ2max , A2max ] also ensures that (12) is satisfied.
Lemma 6: If a positive constant ω is chosen to satisfy the
inequality:
ωeωµmax ≤ λ(1 − ρ − )/σ 2
(13)
then for all t we have the following bound on the drift metric:
∆(Z(t)) + V E {P (t) | Z(t)} ≤ B + V E {P (t) | Z(t)}
−ωeω(Q−U (t)) [λ − E {µ(t) | Z(t)} − λ(1 − ρ − )/2]
−X(t) [E {µ(t) | Z(t)} − (ρ + )λ]
(14)
where µ(t) = C(P (t), S(t)), and where:
2
2 2
M µmax + (ρ + ) Âmax
+1
(15)
B=
2
Proof: The proof involves summing the Lyapunov drift
expressions associated with the actual queue U (t) and the
virtual queue X(t). These expressions are computed using the
dynamic queue update equations (10) and (3). The detailed
proof is given in Appendix A.
It is not difficult to show that if ω is chosen as follows:
M λ0 (1 − ρ − ) −λ0 µmax (1−ρ−)/σ 2
ω=
e
σ2
where λ0 is any constant such that 0 < λ0 ≤ λ, then the
inequality constraint (13) is satisfied, and hence the result of
Lemma 6 holds. This follows directly from the fact that for
any positive value c, the inequality xex ≤ c is always satisfied
by the variable x = ce−c .
We design the dynamic control policy to minimize the drift
bound given in the right hand side of (14) every timeslot,
considering all possible power allocation options P (t) such
that 0 ≤ P (t) ≤ Pmax . Isolating the terms on the right hand
side of (14) that depend on the control variable P (t) (noting
that µ(t) = C(P (t), S(t))), it is clear that minimizing the
bound in (14) is equivalent to choosing P (t) in reaction to
the current channel state and the current queue backlogs in
order to maximize the following expression every timeslot:
n

o
E X(t) − ωeω(Q−U (t)) C(P (t), S(t)) − V P (t) | Z(t)

Maximizing the above conditional expectation is accomplished by deterministically maximizing the resulting expression corresponding to the particular channel state realization
S(t) and the particular queue state Z(t) = (U (t), X(t))
observed on the current timeslot t. This leads to the following
dynamic policy, which uses a control parameter V ≥ 1 and
uses fixed parameters Q, , ω to be determined later in terms
of V and ρ.
Dynamic Packet Dropping Policy: Every timeslot, observe
the current channel state S(t) and the current queue backlogs
U (t) and X(t). Then:
1) Allocate power P (t) = P , where P solves:
ω(Q−U (t))

Maximize: C(P, S(t))(X(t) − ωe
Subject to:
0 ≤ P ≤ Pmax

)−VP

6

2) Iterate the virtual queue X(t) according to (10), using
µ(t) = C(P (t), S(t)).
3) Emulate the finite buffer queue U (t) according to (3).
Note that the power allocation step in the above control
policy involves a simple optimization of a function of one
variable, and can easily be solved in real time for most practical C(P, S) functions. For example, if C(P, S) is concave
and differentiable in P for all channel states S (as in (1)),
then the optimal P (t) value can be solved simply by taking a
derivative and setting P (t) to the local maximum found on the
interval 0 ≤ P ≤ Pmax (possibly achieved at the endpoints
P = 0 or P = Pmax ). If C(P, S) is piecewise constant with a
fixed number of transmission rate options (and hence a fixed
number of power options), then the solution is found simply
by comparing each option.
Theorem 1: (Dynamic Packet Dropping Performance) For
a given value ρ < 1 and a fixed control parameter V ≥ 1, if
parameters , ω, and Q are chosen so that  = (1 − ρ)/(2V ),
ω is positive and satisfies (13), and Q = log(xV )/ω, where
x is any value that satisfies:
4µmax eωµmax B
(16)
x≥ 2
λ ω(1 − ρ − )(1 − ρ)
then:
Pt−1
(a) lim supt→∞ 1t τ =0 E {P (τ )} ≤ Φ∗ + O(1/V )
(b) U (t) ≤ Q for P
all t, where Q = O(log(V ))
t−1
(c) lim inf t→∞ 1t τ =0 E {µ̃(τ )} ≥ ρλ
We prove the above theorem in the next section. Note
that because U (t) ≤ O(log(V )) for all t, average delay is
also O(log(V )) (by Little’s Theorem). Hence, the algorithm
satisfies the required acceptance rate and yields a logarithmic
energy-delay tradeoff. Note that the constants can be chosen to
satisfy the necessary inequalities (13) and (16) just by knowing
a lower bound λ0 on the input rate λ, so that the exact input
rate λ is not required. Likewise, the channel state probabilities
πs are not required for implementation. Hence, the algorithm
can easily adapt to the situation where the channel state
probabilities change between periods of network operation.
We note that the value of Q was chosen only to ensure a
sufficiently small analytical bound on the edge probability α.
Our analysis was conservative, and experimentally we find
that (constant factor) improvements in delay can be achieved
by appropriately reducing the value of Q, without affecting
throughput or average energy expenditure.
V. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
Here we prove Theorem 1. Note that the dynamic policy is
designed to minimize the right hand side of the drift bound
(14) over all possible power allocation policies. In particular,
the resulting bound is less than or equal to the corresponding
expression associated with any alternative power allocation
policy P ∗ (t). Thus, for any policy where P ∗ (t) is randomly
chosen every slot in reaction to the current channel state
S(t) but independently of the current queue state Z(t) =
(U (t), X(t)), we have:
∆(Z(t)) + V E {P (t) | Z(t)} ≤ B + V E {P ∗ (t)}
−ωeω(Q−U (t)) [λ − E {µ∗ (t)} − λ(1 − ρ − )/2]
−X(t)[E {µ∗ (t)} − (ρ + )λ]
(17)
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where µ∗ (t) = C(P ∗ (t), S(t)). We emphasize that the
P (t), U (t), X(t) variables used in the above inequality correspond to the dynamic control policy under investigation (and
are the same as those in (14)), while the new variables P ∗ (t)
and µ∗ (t) are used as replacements in the right hand side of
(14) and correspond to an alternative power assignment.
Consider now the particular randomized policy P ∗ (t) that
allocates power in reaction to the current channel state S(t)
(but independently of queue backlog) to yield the following
for all t:

policy P ∗ (t) that also makes randomized decisions based only
on the current channel state S(t), but which yields:

E {µ∗ (t)} = (ρ + )λ
E {P ∗ (t)} = Φ((ρ + )λ)

Because (1 − ρ − ) > 0, the above drift expression is in the
exact form for application of Lemma 5. We thus have:

(18)
(19)

E {µ∗ (t)} = λ(1 + ρ + )/2
E {P ∗ (t)} = Φ(λ(1 + ρ + )/2)
Again, such a policy is guaranteed to exist by Lemma 1. Using
the above expressions in (17) yields:
∆(Z(t)) + V E {P (t) | Z(t)} ≤ B + V Pmax
−X(t)λ(1 − ρ − )/2

t−1

Such a policy is guaranteed to exist by Lemma 1. Using
equations (18) and (19) in (17) yields:
∆(Z(t)) + V E {P (t) | Z(t)} ≤ B + V Φ((ρ + )λ)
−ωeω(Q−U (t)) λ(1 − ρ − )/2 (20)
The above drift inequality is in the exact form as given in the
Lyapunov Optimization Lemma (Lemma 5). Directly applying
the lemma yields:
Pt−1
lim supt→∞ 1t τ =0 E {P (τ )} ≤ Φ((ρ + )λ) + B/V (21)
Pt−1 
lim supt→∞ 1t τ =0 E eω(Q−U (τ )) ≤
B+V [Φ((ρ+)λ)−P inf ]
ωλ(1−ρ−)/2

(22)

M
Proof of part (a) of Theorem 1: Recall that Φ∗ =
Φ(ρλ).
Thus, from (21) we have:

lim sup
t→∞

B + V Pmax
1X
E {X(τ )} ≤
t τ =0
λ(1 − ρ − )/2

proving that X(t) is strongly stable.
Proof: (Claim 2) For any timeslot τ and for any distribution
on the random variable U (τ ), we have:

E eω(Q−U (τ ))

≥ E eω(Q−U (τ )) | U (τ ) < µmax P r[U (τ ) < µmax ]
≥ eω(Q−µmax ) P r[U (τ ) < µmax ]
Summing the above inequality over τ ∈ {0, . . . , t − 1} yields:
eω(Q−µmax )

t−1
X

P r[U (τ ) < µmax ] ≤

τ =0

t−1
X

n
o
E eω(Q−U (τ ))

τ =0

Dividing both sides by t, taking the lim sup, and using the
inequality (22) yields:

t−1

1X
E {P (τ )}
lim sup
t→∞ t
τ =0

≤ Φ(ρλ + λ) + B/V
∗

0

≤ Φ + Φ (λ)λ + B/V
≤ Φ∗ + O(1/V )
where the final inequality follows because  = (1 − ρ)/(2V ).

Proof of part (b) of Theorem 1: Note that the finite buffer
queueing update equation in (3) ensures that U (t) ≤ Q for all
t. The result follows by noting that Q = O(log(V )). 
Proof of part (c) of Theorem 1: To prove part (c), we first
make the following claims:
Claim 1: The X(t) queue is strongly stable.
Claim 2: The edge probability α (defined in (5)) satisfies
α ≤ λ/µmax .
The claims are proven at the end of this section. Because the
X(t) queue is stable, from Lemma 4 of the previous section
we have that the time average system throughput satisfies:
t−1

lim inf
t→∞

1X
E {µ̃(τ )}
t τ =0

≥ ρλ + λ − αµmax
≥ ρλ

where the final inequality follows from Claim 2. 
It remains only to prove Claims 1 and 2.
Proof: (Claim 1) Consider again the drift bound in (17).
However, instead of considering a power allocation policy
P ∗ (t) that satisfies (18) and (19), we consider an alternative

eω(Q−µmax ) α ≤

B + V [Φ((ρ + )λ) − P inf ]
ωλ(1 − ρ − )/2

(23)

where α is defined in (5).
However, from Claim 1 we know that the X(t) queue is
stable, and hence the lim inf of the time average energy used
to stabilize the queue must be greater than or equal to the
minimum average energy required for stability [2]. Because
the transmission rate of the X(t) queue is given by µ(t) =
C(P (t), S(t)) and the average input rate is given by (ρ + )λ
(see (10) and Fig. 2), the lim inf of the expended energy is
given by P inf , and the minimum energy for stability is given
by Φ((ρ + )λ). Therefore, we have P inf ≥ Φ((ρ + )λ).
Using this fact in (23) yields:
B
eω(Q−µmax ) α ≤
ωλ(1 − ρ − )/2
Therefore:

eωµmax B
α≤
e−ωQ
ωλ(1 − ρ − )/2


M
Using the fact that Q=
log(xV )/ω, we have:


eωµmax B
1
α≤
ωλ(1 − ρ − )/2 V x

Using (16) to replace the x variable in the right hand side of
the above inequality yields:
α≤

λ(1 − ρ)
2µmax V
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Using the fact that =
(1 − ρ)/(2V ) in the above inequality
yields α ≤ λ/µmax , proving the claim.

Taking the logarithm of both sides and shifting terms yields:
U≥

VI. N ECESSITY OF THE L OGARITHMIC T RADEOFF
The logarithmic energy-delay tradeoff may seem to be
an artifact of the exponential Lyapunov function L(U ) that
was used, so that another Lyapunov function (perhaps doubly
exponential) could perhaps offer sub-logarithmic performance.
However, this is not the case. Here we present a class of systems for which the optimal energy-delay tradeoff is necessarily
logarithmic, and hence this tradeoff is fundamental.
We consider the special case of a system with no channel
variation, so that the rate-power function is given by C(P ).
Further, we assume the system has the following properties:
1) Arrivals A(t) are i.i.d. over timeslots, and there exists a
probability q > 0 such that P r[A(t) = 0] = q.
2) All admission/rejection decisions are made immediately
upon arrival, so that admitted data is necessarily served.
3) The Φ(λ) function is nonlinear, and hence (by convexity)
there exists a positive rate ρλ such that:
Φ0 (ρλ) >

Φ(ρλ) − Φ(ρλ/2)
ρλ/2

where Φ0 (ρλ) is the right derivative of the minimum
energy function at the point ρλ.
We further restrict attention to the class of ergodic scheduling policies with well defined time averages.
Theorem 2: If a control policy of the type described above
yields a throughput of at least ρλ and has an average energy
expenditure P such that:
P − Φ(ρλ) ≤ 1/V

(25)

then average congestion (and hence average delay) must be
greater than or equal to Ω(log(V )).
Proof: Assume that ρλ satisfies (24), and define the
constant β as follows:
M 0
β=
Φ (ρλ) −

Φ(ρλ) − Φ(ρλ/2)
ρλ/2

Note that β > 0. Consider a control policy as described
in the statement of the theorem. Let U and P represent
the time average queue backlog and the time average power
expenditure, respectively. Assume that (25) holds. Further,
define δ as the time average fraction of time that µ̃(t) ≤ ρλ/2,
where µ̃(t) is the actual amount of data transmitted during slot
t. That is:
t−1
1X
M
1[µ̃(τ )<ρλ/2]
δ=
lim
t→∞ t
τ =0
where 1X is an indicator function that is 1 whenever condition
X is true, and is zero otherwise. We make the following claims
(proven below):
Claim 1: δ ≤ 2/(V βρλ)
Claim 2: There exist positive constants C and c (that do not
depend on V or U ) such that: δ ≥ Cq cU
Combining Claims 1 and 2 yields:
Cq cU ≤ 2/(V βρλ)

log(V βρλC/2)
c log(1/q)

establishing the result.
To complete the proof, below we prove Claims 1 and 2.
Proof: (Claim 1) Define µ1 as the conditional time average
rate of µ̃(t) given that µ̃(t) ≥ ρλ/2, and define P 1 as
the conditional time average power expenditure associated
with such transmissions. Similarly, define µ2 and P 2 as the
conditional time averages given that µ̃(t) < ρλ/2.
Note by definition that 0 ≤ µ2 ≤ ρλ/2. Because total
throughput is greater than or equal to ρλ, we have:
ρλ ≤ (1 − δ)µ1 + δµ2
Rearranging terms in the above inequality yields:
µ1 ≥ ρλ +

δ(ρλ − µ2 )
(1 − δ)

(26)

Likewise, we have:
P

(24)
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= (1 − δ)P 1 + δP 2
≥ (1 − δ)Φ(µ1 ) + δΦ(µ2 )

where the final inequality follows because Φ(x) is defined as
the minimum average energy required to support a throughput
of x. Using (26) in the above inequality and noting that Φ(x)
is non-decreasing, we have:


δ(ρλ − µ2 )
+ δΦ(µ2 )
P ≥ (1 − δ)Φ ρλ +
(1 − δ)


δ(ρλ − µ2 )
0
+ δΦ(µ2 )
≥ (1 − δ) Φ(ρλ) + Φ (ρλ)
(1 − δ)


Φ(ρλ) − Φ(µ2 )
= Φ(ρλ) + δ(ρλ − µ2 ) Φ0 (ρλ) −
ρλ − µ2


Φ(ρλ)
− Φ(ρλ/2)
0
≥ Φ(ρλ) + δ(ρλ − µ2 ) Φ (ρλ) −
ρλ/2
= Φ(ρλ) + δ(ρλ − µ2 )β
where the inequalities follow by convexity of Φ(x) together
with the fact that 0 ≤ µ2 ≤ ρλ/2. Therefore, P ≥ Φ(ρλ) +
δβρλ/2, and hence by (25) we have 1/V ≥ δβρλ/2, proving
the claim.
Proof: (Claim 2) Claim 2 follows by using the fact that
k
P r[U ≤ 2U ] ≥ 1/2, and hence δ ≥ (1/2)q
, where k =
k
d2U /(ρλ/2)+1e. That is, any interval of size k that starts with
U (t) ≤ 2U and that has k consecutive slots with no arrivals
must necessarily have at least one slot in which fewer than
ρλ/2 units of data were served. Details omitted for brevity.
VII. M ULTI -U SER S YSTEMS
The algorithm can easily be extended to multi-user
systems with L links with a vector link state process
S(t) = (S1 (t), . . . , SL (t)), a vector valued rate-power function C(P (t), S(t)), and a vector arrival process A(t) =
(A1 (t), . . . , AL (t)). In this case, we have actual queues
U (t) = (U1 (t), . . . , UL (t)) and virtual queues X(t) =
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(X1 (t), . . . , XL (t)), each of which is updated according
to queueing equations similar to (3) and (10). Let λ =
(λ1 , . . . , λL ) represent the input rate vector, and for simplicity
assume that λi > 0 for all i. The minimum energy function
Φ(λ) for this multi-user problem specifies the minimum
average sum power expended by the system, minimized over
all possible policies that support the input rates λ. For a given
value ρ < 1, the goal is to design a strategy that ensures a
throughput vector of at least ρλ, while pushing average power
expenditure arbitrarily close to the target value Φ∗ = Φ(ρλ).
Suppose that the power vector P (t) is contained within
a compact set Π every timeslot, where Π represents the set
of acceptable power allocation vectors. The multi-user policy
observes the current channel state S(t) and the current queue
backlogs X(t) and U (t), and chooses a power vector P (t) =
(P1 , . . . , PL ) every slot to optimize:
Maximize:


PL 
ωi (Qi −Ui (t))
− V Pi
i=1 Ci (P , S(t)) Xi (t) − ωi e
subject to P (t) ∈ Π. The virtual queues Xi (t) are then
updated as follows:
Xi (t + 1) = max[Xi (t) − µi (t), 0] + (ρ + )Ai (t)
where µi (t) = Ci (P (t), S(t)). Each Ui (t) queue operates
according to the finite buffer queueing equation (3) with a
buffer size Qi and with an input process Ai (t) and server rate
process µi (t). This multi-channel, multi-user algorithm yields
a logarithmic energy-delay tradeoff for appropriately chosen
{Qi }, {ωi },  values. Specifically, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , L}, let
σi2 be any constant such that:

σi2 ≥ E (µi (t) − Ai (t))2 | Z(t)
Further suppose that for all i, the the constants ωi are chosen
to be positive and to satisfy:
ωi eωi µmax ≤ λi (1 − ρ − )/σi2

(27)

Theorem 3: (Multi-User Packet Dropping) For a given
value ρ < 1 and a fixed control parameter V ≥ 1, if parameters
, {ωi }, and {Qi } are chosen so that  = (1 − ρ)/(2V ), each
ωi is positive and satisfies (27), and Qi = log(xi V )/ωi , where
xi is any value that satisfies:
xi ≥

4µmax LBeωi µmax
2
λi ωi (1 − ρ − )(1 −

ρ)

where B is defined in
then:
P(15),
t−1 PL
(a) lim supt→∞ 1t τ =0 i=1 E {Pi (τ )} ≤ Φ∗ + O(L/V )
(b) Ui (t) ≤ Qi forPall t, where Qi = O(log(V )) for all i
t−1
(c) lim inf t→∞ 1t τ =0 E {µ̃i (τ )} ≥ ρλi for all i
The proof of the above theorem is similar to the proof for
the single-user case, and is omitted for brevity.
A PPENDIX A — P ROOF OF L EMMA 6
Here we prove Lemma 6 of Section IV-B. Recall that
M1 2
Z(t) = (U (t), X(t)). Define J(X)=
2 X , and note that
Ψ(Z(t)) = L(U (t))+J(X(t)). Let ∆L (Z(t)) and ∆J (Z(t))
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represent the components of the Lyapunov drift associated
with L(U (t)) and J(X(t)), respectively:
M
∆L (Z(t)) =
E {L(U (t + 1)) − L(U (t)) | Z(t)}
M
∆J (Z(t)) = E {J(X(t + 1)) − J(X(t)) | Z(t)}

The Lyapunov drift of the Ψ(Z(t)) function is thus:
∆(Z(t)) = ∆L (Z(t)) + ∆J (Z(t))
We prove the drift bound in (14) by computing individual
bounds on ∆L (Z(t)) and ∆J (Z(t)).
Lemma 7: If ω is positive and satisfies (13), then for all t
we have:
(a) ∆J (Z(t)) ≤

µ2max +(ρ+)2 Â2max
2

−X(t)[E {µ(t) | Z(t)} − (ρ + )λ]
(b) ∆L (Z(t)) ≤ 1
−ωeω(Q−U (t)) [λ − E {µ(t) | Z(t)} − λ(1 − ρ − )/2]
The proof of part (a) follows by squaring the virtual queue
update equation (10) and using a standard quadratic Lyapunov
drift computation (see, for example, [14] [1] [2]), and is
omitted for brevity. Below we prove part (b).
Proof: (Lemma 7 part (b)) Recall that L(U ) = eω(Q−U ) ,
and note by the finite buffer queueing equation (3) that the
U (t) process satisfies:
U (t + 1) ≥ min[Q, U (t) − µ(t) + A(t)]
Hence, for any value ω > 0 we have:
e−ωU (t+1) ≤ e−ω(U (t)−µ(t)+A(t)) + e−ωQ
Therefore:
eω(Q−U (t+1)) ≤ eω(Q−U (t)) eω(µ(t)−A(t)) + 1

(28)

Now note by the Taylor theorem that for any value x that is
upper bounded by some maximum value xmax , we have:
x2 xmax
e
2
Because ω(µ(t) − A(t)) ≤ ωµmax for all t, we have:
ex ≤ 1 + x +

eω(µ(t)−A(t)) ≤ 1+ω(µ(t)−A(t))+

ω2
(µ(t)−A(t))2 eωµmax
2
(29)

Using (29) in (28) yields:
h
eω(Q−U (t+1)) − eω(Q−U (t)) ≤ 1 −ωeω(Q−U (t)) A(t) − µ(t)
i
ω
− (µ(t) − A(t))2 eωµmax
2
Taking conditional expectations of both sides of the above
inequality yields:
h
∆L (Z(t)) ≤ 1 − ωeω(Q−U (t)) λ − E {µ(t) | Z(t)}
i

ω
− eωµmax E (µ(t) − A(t))2 | Z(t)
2
h
≤ 1 − ωeω(Q−U (t)) λ − E {µ(t) | Z(t)}
i
ω
− eωµmax σ 2
(30)
2
ω(Q−U (t))
≤ 1 − ωe
[λ − E {µ(t) | Z(t)}
−λ(1 − ρ − )/2] (31)
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where (30) follows from (12), and (31) follows because ω
satisfies the inequality ωeωµmax ≤ λ(1 − ρ − )/σ 2 (given in
(13)). This proves part (b) of the lemma.
Summing the drift components ∆L (Z(t)) and ∆J (Z(t))
from Lemma 7 establishes Lemma 6.

Define g(θ) as the right hand side in the above inequality. It
follows that f (θ) ≤ g(θ) whenever θ ≥ 0. Therefore, any nonnegative constant θ that satisfies g(θ) ≤ 1 must also satisfy
f (θ) ≤ 1, and hence θ ≤ θ∗ . But the condition g(θ) ≤ 1 is
equivalent to the condition (33), proving the lemma.

A PPENDIX B — P ROOF OF L EMMA 3
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E {−A(t) + µ(t)} = −λ(1 − ρ − )

(32)

Using the Kingman bound [21], in steady state we have:
P r[Y > Q − µmax ] ≤ e−θ

∗

(Q−µmax )

where the constant θ∗ is given by the positive root of the
following equation:
n ∗
o
E eθ (µ(t)−A(t)) = 1
It is well known that the above equation has a positive root
θ∗ whenever the A(t) and µ(t) processes satisfy the negative
drift criterion (32) [21]. The following lemma presents a
simple lower bound on θ∗ in terms of known constants.
Lemma 8: If the drift condition (32) holds, then θ∗ is
greater than or equal to any constant θ that satisfies the
following inequality:
θeθµmax ≤ 2λ(1 − ρ − )/σ 2

(33)

where E {A(t)} = λ, µ(t) ≤ µmax for all t, and where σ 2 is
any constant that satisfies (12).
As in the bound for the constant ω in Lemma 6, it is not
difficult to show that a particular solution of (33) is given by:
2λ(1 − ρ − ) −2λµmax (1−ρ−)/σ2
e
σ2
and hence the above value can be used in replacement of θ∗
in (9) to yield an acceptable Q value for use in the positive
drift algorithm.
M
Proof: (Lemma 8) Define δ(t)=
µ(t) − A(t), and define
M
θδ(t)
f (θ)=E e
. Because the negative drift expression (32)
holds, it is well known that:
∗
• f (θ) < 1 for all θ such that 0 < θ < θ
M
θ=

•

f (0) = f (θ∗ ) = 1

f (θ) > 1 whenever θ > θ∗
For any θ ≥ 0, a Taylor expansion of eθδ(t) yields:
•

θ2 δ(t)2 θµmax
e
2
Taking expectations of both sides and using (32) yields:
eθδ(t) ≤ 1 + θδ(t) +

f (θ) ≤ 1 − θλ(1 − ρ − ) +

θ2 σ 2 θµmax
e
2

